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Summary

With Portapres, developed by TNO-BioMedical Instrumentation (BMI), 24-h
ambulatory blood pressure can be measured continuously. Long term record
ing of continuous blood pressure produces large amounts of data. BMI de
signed a modular software package that extracts beat-to-beat derived infor
mation from sampled blood pressure, thereby reducing the amount of blood
pressure data significantly. Further programs of this package allow for view
ing, printing and plotting of sampled data and beat-to-beat derived informa
tion.

In practice, however, long term blood pressure recordings are never fully
continuous. Some 5% of sampled data is disturbed to a clinically important
degree. Consequently, subsequent analysis on blood pressure data can be
spoiled due to these artifacts and one would like to deselect disturbed data
from further analysis or replace disturbed data by artificial information. For
these purposes a software program, called BEATSCOPE, is under develop
ment at BMI.

This report discusses the present BMI-software package. User requirements
for BEATSCOPE, that were specified after consu1tation with a user group, are
introduced and concepts of presentation of BEATSCOPE are discussed. After
an introduction to MicroSoft-Windows essentials, the programming strategy
of BEATSCOPE is presented.

To date a prototype version of BEATSCOPE is constructed and given to a
sample user group, called BioMedical UserGroup (BMUG). We have made a
questionnaire to be answered by the participants of BMUG. The evaluation
resu1ts are beeing collected and the first oral responses are positive.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

24-hour blood pressure monitoring is an important clinical method to in
vestigate impaired circulation in humans. Since several years Portapres
is available, developed by TNO-BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (BMI).
This noninvasive ambulatory device records the 24-hour continuous blood
pressure (BP) at the finger thereby generating extensive amounts of data.

To process these amounts of data, a computer and special programs are
required. BMI developed such software. With it, beat-to-beat analysis ex
tracts hemodynamic values from the digitized recordings and detects markers
and a variety of artifaets. The results can be viewed, printed or plotted and
prepared for further analysis.

Often, however, users of this system require further analysis tools, such as
for artifact rejection, seleetion of intervals, interpolation of missing beat
to-beat information, averaging responses to stimuli over a pool of subjects,
and a set of programs for subsequent descriptive statistics, spectral analysis,
baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) and heart rate variability (HRV). To help per
form these analyses comfortably the development of an interactive software
program called BEATSCOPE has started, to run in a windowing environment.

This report discusses the functional aspects of BEATSCOPE, designed in re
sponse to the needs mentioned, and its design considerations.
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1.1 24-hour recording of blood pressure
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In clinical research, a 24-hour recording of BP is often preferred over a 'snap
shot' (or a serie of snapshots, the so-called intermittent measurement) of BP.
Some reasons are:

• Mean BP, measured over 24 hours, gives a better estimation of target
organ damage resulting from hypertension.

• The effects of anti-hypertensive drugs can better be jugded based on a
24-hour obervation.

• A 24-hour spectral analysis of BP shows an almost 1/f spectrum of
which the exact exponent is a measure of blood pressure chaotic di
menSlOn.

• The accuracy of intermittent BP monitoring is hampered by phenom
ena such as cuff response and 'white coat hypertension' . Continuous
24-hour BP measurement reduces artifactually increased BP values due
to these phenomena.

1.2 Portapres

The great majority of BP monitoring in clinical practice is performed by non
invasive intermittent techniques, such as the auscultatory (RKK) method.
For several years, however, continuous measurement of BP has been possible
in the finger with Finapres, developed by BMI. The principle of Finapres is
based on the volume-clamp technique of PENÁZ [6] together with the Phys
iocal criteria of WESSELING [9]. Several studies have shown that Finapres is
an accurate alternative for intra-arterial BP measurements [3, 8].

Around 1990 a light weight battery operated Finapres, called Portapres (fig
ure 1.1) became available for monitoring of ambulatory subjects. With Por
tapres BP can be recorded continuously for 24 hours. The feasibility of the
device in clinical research has been discussed by IMHOLZ et al. [4]. For a
discussion about the principle of Finapres and Portapres we refer to WES
SELING [11].
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Long term BP records (either invasive or noninvasive by Portapres) are never
fully continuous. In practice some 5% of the time BP recording is disturbed
to a clinically important degree. Some cases are:

• Physiocal
The Physiocal is the repeated calibration of finger physiology by Por
tapres that interrupts the regular measurement of BP for two or three
beats. Physiocals are generated at regular 1 min intervals, more rapidly
when physiology changes quickly. The typical Physiocal period, i.e.
a short sequence of one-beat intervals with constant cuff pressure, is
shown in figure 1.2a.

• Finger switching
Portapres measures BP in alternation at 2 fingers for periods of typi
cally half an hour. This minimizes annoyance to the subject. Figure
1.2b shows the interruption of BP monitoring during a finger switch.

• Artifacts
A variety of (technical) disturbances, such as a forcefull movement
of the finger or pressing the tip of the monitored finger, can induce
significant noise.

For a proper BP analysis such periods must be deselected and excluded, or
the disturbed data must be replaced by interpolated information.

1.3 BMI-software and the need for a new
User Back End System

Portapres produces large amounts of data per 24-hour recording session. In
addition Portapres is noninvasive, it can be re-applied to a subject repeatedly,
opening up powerful research possibilities. Sampling of the analog waveform
at 100 Hz, as Portapres does, during 24 hours while storing 2 bytes per
sample, creates a sample file of approximately 17 MB. Using compression
techniques the sample file can be reduced to 4 MB in Portapres Model 2,
which is still more information than a person can handle easily.
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Figure 1.1: The Portapres Model 2.
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Further reduetion is accomplished by using beat-to-beat (BTB) derived in
formation. The size of a 24-hour BTB file is approximately 1.6 MB and
contains information about some 100,000 heart beats, including instant of
upstroke, systolic, diastolic and mean BP, heart rate, stroke volume, cardiac
output and the systemic vascular resistance per beat.

To handle such amounts of information a software package, called BMI
SOFTWARE, is provided with Portapres. It contains programs which perform
BTB analysis and allow viewing, printing, plotting and conversion to ASCII
files for subsequent processing of the recorded pressure wave and BTB in
formation. This, together with third party spread sheets, statistical and
analytical packages (such as MATLAB), graphical software and a text edi
tor, covers most of the needs for scientific data analysis of blood pressure.
The BMI-sOFTWARE is modular and batch oriented. It enables the users to
perform the time consuming analysis of long term blood pressure recordings
automatically and the computer can work unattended at night.

In working with the software package, the colleagues of BMI at the Aca
demical Medical Center in Amsterdam and other users discovered desirabIe
processing options that are not provided for in the present system. We,
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Figure 1.2: The left panel shows a typical Physiocal period. The right panel
shows the interruption of BP measurement due to switching of the monitored
finger.

therefore, decided to respond and design an integrating, largely interactive,
software system with several additional functions. In particular it aims to
provide an editing capability that enables the selection of episodes in data
for further analysis, or the rejection of episodes with deformed or incorrectly
detected beats or artifacts. Averaging of responses to stimuli, estimation of
BRS and analysis of variability (HRV) will also be included.

1.4 Organization of this report

This report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of the present
BMI-sOFTWARE. Chapter 3 describes results of the participation of users
in the development of the functional aspects of BEATSCOPE. Chapter 4 in
troduces the basic principles that underlie the user interface of BEATSCOPE.

The programming of BEATSCOPE is discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 6, fi
nally, describes the prototype version of BEATSCOPE that is currently under
evaluation.

We participated in the satellite symposium on continuous finger arterial pres
sure measurement held at june 7th 1995 at the Academical Medical Center
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in Amsterdam. The paper with the same title as this report, as will he
puhlished in the proceedings of this meeting, is included in this report as
appendix A.



Chapter 2

The present BMI-package

The BMI-sOFTWARE, formerly called the FAST-sYSTEM, runs on IBM com
patible Personal Computers (PC) under DOS. It was originally developed to
analyze automatically, and work with, long duration BP recordings off-line
and faster thán real time. In the remainder of this chapter we mention the
programs available in the BMI-sOFTWARE, the various binary and ASCII
file formats, and the batch oriented operation of this system.

A block diagram of the BMI-software is shown in figure 2.1. We will now
discuss the available programs in groups, according to function. For more
information about the package we refer to the manual of the system [13].

2.1 Group 1: AID conversion

In many clinical research projects BP is recorded on analog magnetic tape.
After the recording session, BP is then digitized and transferred to computer
at real time speed with digireal. exe, or when playback faster than real
time is possible, with digifast. exe. In the latter case digitizing of the pre
recorded 24-hour BP tape can be done as fast as 8 to 16 times real time and
then takes only a few hours of unattended operation. Both programs can
digitize up to 4 channels at once and create a samples file on hard disk.

With the availability of Portapres Model 2, BP is stored (digitally) in a
flash memory card. Using data compression techniques, a 24-hour recording
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display

Portapres Model 2

beatrast.exe

other software

printer/plotter

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the present BMI-sOFTWARE.

is reduced to 4 MB. With porta. exe BP data is transferred to computer
via a 115 kBaud seriallink and a portapres file (see later) is created on hard
disk.

2.2 Group 2: pulse wave analysis

Once a samples file is obtained, it is scanned for pulse waves with beatfast . exe.
When a heart beat is deteeted systolic, diastolic and mean BP and heart rate
are measured on the waveform and stroke volume, cardiac output and sys
temic vascular resistance are computed using one of two built-in models of
arterial input impedance [10, 12]. Figure 2.2 shows a pressure pulse wave,
recorded with Portapres, and some of the hemodynamic variables as mea
sured by beatfast . exe. In addition, markers generated by Portapres on a
separate channel as stepwise voltage changes and a variety of artifacts are
also deteeted. All BTB data, markers and artifaet information, is stored in
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Figure 2.2: Pressure pulse wave with instant of upstroke, systolic, diastolic
and mean pressure as detected and measured by beatfast. exe.

a results file.

A further program, modelflo . exe, combines AID conversion and signa! and
marker analysis and serves as a complete, clinical, on-line hemodynamic mon
itoring system, provided the necessary hardware devices are available.

2.3 Group 3: inspection of data

The program vaveviev. exe is a versatile, interactive program used to view
binaryor ASCII samples and results files on screen, to obtain screen hardcopy
and to output binary data in spread sheet, ASCII or MATLAB formats. With
vaveviev. exe the process of BTB analysis can be inspected. A complete
session can be saved to pick up later on. Figure 2.3 shows two typieal screen
lay outs of vaveviev . exe.
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2.4 Group 4: printing, plotting, ASCII con
version and averaging

With printres. exe and plotfast. exe BTB results ean be averaged and,
together with eomments and markers, printed (alphamerieally) or plotted
(graphieally). printres. exe produces an ASCII output file with data in
appropiate units. The ASCII output file ean be imported in third party soft
ware, sueh as spread sheets, data bases, MATLAB ete, or ean be printed.
Also using a text editor that is eapable to handle largel ASCII files, the
results file ean be viewed on screen. Figure 2.4 shows part of an ASCII file
generated by printres. exe.

plotfast. exe produces a hardeopy graph of the data in a results file. Data
ean be averaged or plotted beat to beat.

2.5 Group 5: extraction of artifacts and in
tervals

iselect. exe and icselect . exe support the user to select and file separately
samples or results data over eertain intervals and in individual ehannels.
AIso, with these programs, the user ean exclude markers in BTB files or,
after inspection with waveview . exe, exclude beats that are disturbed by
artifaets. Both binary or ASCII may be speeified as output format.

2.6 Group 6: rniscellaneous

Further programs are included in the BMI-sOFTWARE that support the
adaptation of data obtained by different data aequisition software and hard
ware to the BMI-system (adapt. exe), that faeilitates to check the Analog
Deviees RTI-815 AID board (adda. exe) and help the user to design their own
programs to work with the BMI-SOFTWARE (readrite.exe). Furthermore,

lThese ASCII files ean he quite volurninous, for example: the human heart heats
approximately 70 times per minute and eaeh reeognized beat produees one line of ASCII
text of 70 eharaeters, thus a I-hour BTB ASCII file is almost 300 kB in size.
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a program (cubspline. exe) interpolates beat-to-beat data on a regular time
scale using a cubic spline algorithm.

2.7 File formats

To limit file sizes, samples and results files are stored on hard disk in a
binary format. Binary files are not easy to read. ASCII header files are also
generated. They are stored as text files and can be read by file viewers or
dumped on printers.

2.7.1 Samples file

The samples file consists of 1, 2, 4 or 8 channels of data, sampled at 100
Hz. Each sample is stored as a two-byte twos complement (integer) value,
in channel number order. The resolution is 2.5 mV and the fuU scale range
is -5.12 to +5.11V. Consequently, +IV is represented by integer value 400,
which equals 100 mmHg for a pressure channel.

2.7.2 Portapres file

A Portapres file consists of compressed sampled BP and markers and can be
decompressed 'on the fly' by the programs of the BMI-sOFTWARE that work
with Portapres files (beatfast. exe, vaveviev. exe).

2.7.3 Beat-to-beat file

The results of a BTB analysis are stored in the results file. Per detected beat
a 16 byte record holds the:

• instant of upstroke in ms from the start (as a longcardinal ----+ 4 byte)

• systolic, diastolic and true averaged mean BP in units of 0.25 mmHg
(each as an integer ----+ 2 * 3 = 6 byte total)

• stroke volume in units of 0.25 mI (as a integer ----+ 2 byte)

• ejection duration in ms (as a integer ----+ 2 byte)
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• finger height in mmHg (as a byte --+ 1 byte)

• artifaet information (as a set of 8 bits --+ 1 byte).

If artifaet bit nr 7 is set, the record is not a beat but a comment and the
height byte contains the comment type (such as patient info, 10 character
comment, calibration value).

2.8 Batch designed software

All programs, except waveview . exe, are batch oriented where program exe
cution is controlled by a series of instructions on the command line. Batch
files (i.e. files that contain a sequence of such instructions) can be used
to run programs automatically and unattended, and batch files document
the process of data reduction for later reference when saved with the data.
This is an example batch file for automatic execution of 4 programs of the
BMI-sOFTWARE.

digifast ch2 dont pieter.adc sf400
beatfast m26 h196 w98 mf100 high pieter.adc ch2 fin1 mrk2 pieter.fin
printres m26 h196 w98 [pieter.fin both- at60 tsr ]4
plotfast m26 h196 w98 iaOO ~pieter.men [imag.fin ]1p

Some programs of the BMI-sOFTWARE still allow some interaction in that
the screen display can be modified at run time and certain preprogrammed
actions can be started or interrupted. A typical example is modelflo. exe
which can perform thermodilution cardiac output measurements fully auto
matically upon operator commando

Interaetive processing of the data for research purposes is provided for with
waveview . exe.
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Figure 2.3: Typical screen lay out of waveview . exe. The upper panel shows
the main menu. The lower panel shows the graphical screen.
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2299.17 121 76 91 86 0.700 54 4.60 290 1.245 .............. 61 2.00
2299.87 122 76 91 84 0.720 52 4.36 290 1.245 .............. 61 2.00
2300.59 120 77 90 88 0.680 48 4.25 280 1.253 .............. 61 1.99
2301.27 119 77 89 87 0.690 48 4.13 280 1.263 .............. 61 1. 98
2301.96 123 76 92 87 0.690 54 4.68 290 1.231 .............. 61 2.00
2302.65 122 78 92 88 0.680 51 4.51 290 1.230 .............. 61 1.97
2303.33 119 78 92 91 0.660 46 4.14 280 1.251 .............. 61 1.96
2303.99 123 79 93 87 0.690 51 4.46 290 1.253 .............. 61 1.94
2304.68 127 80 95 81 0.740 54 4.39 290 1.266 .............. 61 1.93
2305.42 128 79 94 78 0.770 55 4.27 290 1.284 .............. 61 1.95
2306.19 125 79 92 77 0.780 51 3.91 280 1.320 .............. 61 1.94
2306.97 126 76 91 76 0.790 55 4.18 290 1. 312 .............. 61 1.99
2307.76 124 75 90 81 0.740 54 4.35 290 1.295 .............. 61 2.01
2308.50 124 75 90 91 0.660 54 4.89 290 1.240 .............. 61 2.01
2309.16 124 75 90 78 0.770 54 4.19 290 1.256 •1 ••••• 61 2.01
2309.93 124 75 90 91 0.660 54 4.89 290 1.200 .1 ••••• 61 2.01
2310.59 118 73 88 91 0.660 51 4.60 280 1.187 .............. 61 2.04
2311. 25 117 77 89 91 0.660 43 3.87 280 1.232 .............. 61 1.98
2311.91 123 75 92 93 0.650 51 4.69 290 1.209 .............. 61 2.01
2312.56 119 76 92 94 0.640 47 4.37 280 1.221 .............. 61 2.00

Figure 2.4: ASCII BTB output of printres. exe. Each line represents a
deteeted heart beat. The first column shows instant of upstroke and each fol-
lowing column a hemodynamic value, such as systolic, diastolic and mean
pressure etc, except for the artifaet bitset (between double quotes) which in-
dicates that beatfast. exe detected an artifact and its type in the current
heart beat.



Chapter 3

BeatScope: functional
requirements

We organized user participation to guide the development of BeatScope by
inviting approximately 10 clinicians of the Academical Medical Center in
Amsterdam, to form a BioMedical User Group (BMUG). All participants
frequently work with the present BMI-sOFTWARE. The functional require
ment for BeatScope were specified after consultation with BMUG. Recently
a prototype of the new program was distributed amoung the members of
BMUG for an evaluation (see chapter 6).

3.1 BMUG sessions: involving the user in
the design

During several interviews with participants of BMUG and two plenary ses
sions, user's desires concerning BeatScope were collected and discussed. Fur
ther ideas were obtained from several users world wide who called in or
emailed us questions. Although most of these dealt with unclear passages
in the user manual or with not reading it at all, some valuable comments
were heard. In particular, users have questions about, and suggestions for,
an extended automatic detection of artifacts. The user's desires most often
heard can be summarized as follows:
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• It should be possible to work with markers easily, i.e.
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- to add and delete markers

- to move markers in position

- to mark periods in a file for inclusion in, or exclusion from, sub-
sequent processing, or extraction to a file and

- to align markers in the same or different file for group averaging.

• It should be possible to handle periods of disturbed beats and erro
neously detected beats, i.e.

- to add, delete or move beats in position

- to change derived parar~1eters, such as instant of upstroke, systolic,
diastolic and mean pressure, either by recalculation or manually
(by pointing with a cross hair) and

- to span gabs of missing data by interpolated values.

• On selected periods it should be possible to apply certain frequently
used analyses without having to revert to other software packages. The
most often mentioned analyses are

- descriptive statistics

- serial baroreflex sensitivity and

- Fourier analysis.

3.2 Ethical aspects

The 'embellishment' of BTB results and in particular the filling in of missing
data has interesting 'ethical' aspeets. Of course, a single erroneous or miss
ing beat can spoil an entire Fourier analysis or the computation of standard
deviation. Equally obviously, one would like to remove or correct the error
or fiJI the gap of missing data with artificial information.

When a period of heart beats is known to be entirely stabIe, such as may
occur in stabie aneasthetised patients, filling in the gaps poses no problem.
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But then, any analysis of such periods is entirely uninteresting. It is in pe
riods of BP fiuctuation and variahility, when analysis is most interesting,
that guessing ahout missing data is most dangerous. Appendix A shows an
example of how hig the errors may hecome.

Should BMI, as software developer, provide users the possihility to make
such gross errors. And if so, does an explicit warning on screen suflice when
ever the user wants to use these options?

During one session with BMUG a discussion evolved concerning these ethical
aspects. This discussion is not yet concluded and will he continued in the
near future to enhance insights of BMI and users of its software.

3.3 Functional aspects of BeatScope

BEATSCOPE will support the user in data handling and analysis after the
BTB analysis is done, when maximum human-computer interaction is re
quired. After the BMUG sessions the fol1owing functional requirements were
specified that have served (and still serve) as design targets for BEATSCOPE.

• Use of markers.
BEATSCOPE will offer procedures for precise placement of markers that
will he stored in the BTB file. These markers are used to insert user
comments, up to 10 characters per marker, at a specified instant in
time (in units of ms, see section 2.7.3), or to identify events or episodes
of BTB data. Episodes of data can he selected for, or can he excluded
from, analysis or can he extracted and filed separately from the original
BTB file. Markers that are generated hy Portapres can he removed or
displaced in time.

• Editting of BTB data.
Procedures will he provided to average BTB information over an arhi
trary numher of heats or seconds, to exclude heats and include heats
using interpolation methods.

• Analysis of BTB data.
A numher of simple analysis methods will he implemented:
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- descriptive statistics (mean, SD, median, range, skewness)

- timed averaging of episodes, synchronized on markers

- baroreflex sensitivity through serial analysis

- spectral analysis.

23

• Interactive graphical user interface:
A graphical user interface that is largely interaetive and runs in a win
dowing environment will be available, supported by mouse and key
board. The program will provide for:

- convenient display of data (sampled BP and BTB data) both
graphically and alphamerically

- use of printer or plotter

- interactive help function

3.3.1 Extended BTB-file format

The format of the results file is extended to allow for modifications of BTB
derived information as depicted above. We found it useful to add the mod
ifications in such way to the BTB-file so that they can be removed and the
original BTB-file (as generated by beatfast. exe or modelflo. exe) can be
recovered as much as possible. Obviously, this implies that we ean only add
information to the BTB-file and, moreover, the added information must be
distinct from the original BTB information. In this way the user can modify
the BTB file at will and, in case of doubt whether too much modifications
corroded the integrity of the BTB data, still retrieve the original BTB in
formation without re-analysis of the samples file. The following system is
proposed that provides for adding, deleting and removing beats and markers
in results files. This system is subject to change during the development of
BEATSCOPE.

In section 2.7.3 we mentioned that the Artifact Bitset (AB) of results files
is used to indicate that beatfast. exe detected an artifact. Furthermore, if
bit 7 of the AB is set the record is not a beat but a marker. In this case,
and for original results files, bit 0..6 are reset. Bit 0..6 represent a decimal
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markervalue (MV:5127). We will use this value to identify modifications on
the results file.

Adding markers

Markers that contain comment are inc1uded in the results file by inserting a
record (bit 7 set of the AB) with MV=1. An integer value (:5256) in byte 7
(the height byte) of the record represents an alignment 'tag'.

Adding beats

Beats are added with BTB records and MV=2. Instant of upstroke and the
hemodynamic variables are computed using interpolation methods that are
specified by an integer value in the height byte.

Deleting markers

Markers already have bit 7 of the AB set. Also the height byte which, in case
of original results files determines the type of marker, contains information
that must be recoverable is left unchanged. To delete a marker we will use
MV=3.

Deleting beats

Beats are deleted by setting bit 7 ofthe AB. It is now a marker (according to
the original format) and to recognizes this record as an exc1uded beat, MV is
set to 4. Modified beats, as weIl as markers, are recognized by BEATSCOPE

as 'not original' and removed from the results file when they are deleted.

Moving beats and markers in time is simply done by deleting them first
and adding them at a new instant of time. The selection of instant of time
(e.g. to insert comment or to select an episode) can be done with mouse and
a crossed hair pointer. This in combination with 'zoom-in' options and an
optional 'magnetic grid', relative to time or instant of upstroke, will allow
for precise placement.



Chapter 4

BeatScope: concepts of
presentation

In the preceding chapter some user requirements of BEATSCOPE were de
scribed. These requirements define what a user desires to do when working
with BP recordings and BTB data and not discuss how the user should work
with BEATSCOPE. This chapter shows how BEATSCOPE presents itself to
the user and underlying concepts.

4.1 The graphical user interface

Concepts of Graphical User Interfaces (GUl) or Visual Interfaces date from
the mid-1970s at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). This work
was brought into the mainstream of personal computation by Apple Com
puters's Macintosh in 1984. Ever since GUIs have gained popularity among
users of computer programs.

An important objective of a GUl is to enable users with little knowledge
of computers to run computer applications. When each program is forced
to present itself to the user in a uniform manner, learning a new program is
restricted to what the program does and not to how the user interaets with
the program. This is, of course, not limited to GUIs but these interfaces
provide so much more possibilities than text based interfaces that imposing
a GUl is considered more acceptable. Graphics provide a visually rich en-
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vironment for conveying information by showing input devices as graphical
objects, such as buttons and scroll bars. With keyboard or pointing device
(mouse) the user manipulates the objects on screen.

4.2 MicroSoft Windows

MicroSoft (MS) Windows for IBM compatible PC was introduced in 1985.
After a slow start it has now the largest installed base of any GUl, is widely
available world wide and supported by many software companies. Therefore,
BEATSCOPE is a program for Windows.

There are also disadvantages for programmers of Windows applications. These
are that a new interface must be learned and that careful designing is neces
sary to choose from the many possibilities offered. More on the programming
of BEATSCOPE is discussed in the next chapter.

In addition to formal words on good interface design [5, 7], we learned from
examples. Particularly clear and beautiful graphical presentations were found
in DELFT INTEGRAAL [2], designed by REMMERSWAAL and ROMBOUTS.

4.3 The BeatScope desktop

The BEATSCOPE desktop is shown in figure 4.1. Each of the screen objects
is now discussed.

The title bar

The title bar indentifies the application as 'BeatScope'. It further shows the
data files currently accessed by the application.

The menu bar

The pull-down menus from the base menu show all BEATSCOPE options.
As usual, menu items are grayed to indicate that the particular option is
presently not available. Menu items are 'checked' when the option is active.
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Six option eategories are offered, grouped aeeording to funetion:

IFiles Edit Analysis Display Qptions Help I
Menu items are seleeted with the mouse via the keyboard. The <Alt> key
in eombination with the underseored eharaeter of a menu item pulls the un
derlying submenu down where menu options ean be seleeted in the same way.
The BEATSCOPE menu structure is shown in the table standing below.

Depth: n=O n=l n=2
Files Import ...

File details
Export ...
Load session
Save Session
Print
Print setup
Exit

Edit Undo
Select all
Select none
Copy to clipboard
Exclude period in results file
List all excluded periods
Include marker
List all included markers
Include beats
List all included beats
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Display Full screen graph-port
Two graph-ports
Graph-port + text-port
Full screen text-port
Show result last analysis
Conneet plot points Lines

Stepwise
Time format Relative (seconds)

Relative (hh:mm:ss)
Absolute (hh:mm:ss)

Show events in graph-port
Restore display

Analysis Descriptive statistics
Coherent average Select colleetion

Add to colleetion
List colleetion
Calculate

Baroreflex sensitivity
Spectral analysis

Options Auto load session file
Split modelflow samples file
Beat/time averaging Samples file

Results file
ASCII file
Extra file

Help Contents
Using help
Get ting started
Using the menus
Error messages
Tutorial
About BeatScope

The status line

29

At the bottom of the screen, a status line provides the user with context
sensitive information, depending on the state of BEATSCOPE and the position
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of the cursor. For example, when the user selects a menu item, the status
line presents a short comment about the funetion selected.

Short cut buttons

A line up of icon buttons, or buttonpad, provide immediate access to often
used functions. Depending on the videomode (VGA or SVGA), the number
of such buttons varies from 5 to 7. Figure 4.2 shows the short cut buttons
in SVGA screen mode.

For left handed users, the short cut buttons can be move to the left of
the screen. The buttons are placed in vertical order since the screen has
more pixels in width than height. The use of color in the icons on the but
tons follow a certain consistency. Blue represents data flow, yellow denotes
configuration funetions, green user actions and gray, the 'color' of granite,
represents hardware functions.

Viewports

View-ports display data and allow interactive data manipulation. There are
two types of view-ports:

• graph-ports and

• text-ports.

Next to a view-port is a control panel on which control objects are placed,
such as scroll bars, buttons and check boxes, used to configure the view-port.

Graph-ports

A graph-port is pictured in figure 4.3. It shows a sampled pressure curve and
BTB derived data. By means of buttons 1..4 on the control panel the user
can select signals and line color and width. Below these buttons are 'zoom'
icons to zoom in or out and to adjust the displayed period. The Set up
button at the bottom of the control panel is used to configure the number
and range of the y-axes, grid options etc. With the left mouse button (LMB)
the user can place markers or select a period of data by dragging the mouse.
When the right mouse button (RMB) is pushed in a graph-port the cursor
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position in display units is shown on the status line. By RMB dragging the
time difference is shown on the status line between the anchor point (i.e. the
position in time where the RMB was pushed) and the current cursor position.

Text-ports

A text-port is printed in figure 4.4. It displays BTB data alphamericaIly.
With the check boxes on the control panel the user selects whether beats or
events (or both) are shown. The Set up button allows selection of displayed
BTB parameters (such as systolic, diastolic, mean blood pressure).

Display modes

The following display modes can be choosen from the Qisplay pull down
menu:

• one full screen graph-port

• one full screen text-port .

• two half screen graph-ports

• one half screen text-port (top) and 1 half screen graph-port (bottom)

View-ports have fixed size and position on the desktop.

Dialog windows

Dialog boxes are most often used for obtaining additional input from the user
beyond what can be managed by the menu. A number of dialog boxes are
included in BEATSCOPE. They pop up at the center and can not be removed
unles3 the user has responded.
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Figure 4.1: The desktop of BEATSCOPE. The view-ports are fixed in size
and position.
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Figure 4.2: Short cut buttons of BEATSCOPE. The buttons Load session
and Save session are left out in VGA video mode.

..
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Figure 4.3: The graph-port of BEATSCOPE
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Figure 4.4: The text-port of BEATSCOPE



Chapter 5

Programming BeatScope

As mentioned before BEATSCOPE is a Windows program. The program has
been developed with object oriented Borland Pascal version 7 (BP7). Before
the programming strategy of BeatScope is discussed, we will mention some
remarks about Windows programs and object oriented programming.

5.1 Windows programs

5.1.1 Graphics

In a Windows program the screen is always in graphic mode and never in the
(DOS) 80 columns by 25 line text mode. As a consequence the screen mode
has already been set by Windows when an application starts. In Windows
an application can ask for detailed information about the screen mode but
the screen mode can not be changed. All graphical instructions, for example
to draw lines on the display, are translated by Windows drivers into instruc
tions for the display device. In a Windows program, display instructions are
not sent directly to the video card in the PC but to a device context. By
changing the device context a program can use the same source code to plot
to screen and to printer.

MS-Windows allows overlapping windows that belong to one or more ap
plications. When the window on top is removed the underlying windows
have to restored. Each application has to be able to redraw its portion of the
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screen when Windows asks for it. In many cases the screen area that should
be redrawn is only a part of the entire window. Although an application may
rebuild its entire window, it is often faster to redraw only the area that has
to be updated.

5.1.2 Memory managment and resources

Resources define a number of the visual portions of Windows programs such
as menus, cursors, dialog boxes or buttons. To limit memory usage, a Win
dows program loads resources into memory only when they are needed. AI
though it is possible to define a menu or a dialog box in the source code,
in most cases it is easier to use the Resource Workshop as provided by the
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) of BP7. When the Resource
Workshop is used, the resources are stored in special files and thus stored
separately from the source code.

When all parts of the program are linked the resources are included in the
executable file. In this way it is not always necessary to modify the source
code when the menu or one of the dialog boxes is changed. To communicate
with the recources a program uses identifiers that label the objects in the
resources (buttons, menu items etc). So when the identifier value of a button
in a dialog box has been set to 101 the program can communicate with that
button via the value 101, as one of the parameters in the message send from
MS-Windows (see next section).

BP7 includes a special library with a number of frequently used resources,
such as standard dialogs for file seleetion and printer setup and the typi
cal Borland buttons such as Ok and Cancel (see figure 5.1). BEATSCOPE

uses this 'Borland Windows Custom Contro!' library, BWCC. DLL, in all dialog
boxes.

5.1.3 Event-driven architecture

Windows programs are normally waiting for certain events to occur. Win
dows generates a message when an events happens. Examples of such mes
sages and events are:
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WM_CREATE
WM_CHAR
WM_PAINT
WM-DESTROY

a window is being created,
a key is pressed in a particular window,
indicates that a Window needs (re)painting,
a window is about to be destroyed.

Each dialog or pop up window should define code to act upon these messages.
When a number of dialog boxes have to be displayed, all dialog boxes should
define their own procedures to handle the WM_CREATE, WMJ>AINT etc
messages. Most messages sent by Windows contain a handle to the window
(i.e. the application) to which the message is directed, an identifier that
specifies the type of message, the time the message was placed in the message
queue of Windows and the coordinates of the mouse cursor. When the user
clicks a mouse button at an object in a dialog box, a message is sent to the
program with the identifier value of that object (e.g. 101 in the example
above). Therefore, substantial part of the source code consists of procedures
that respond to events. Obviously a number of similar procedures occur in
almost all dialogs, for example, the procedures that are called when the OK
or Cancel buttons are pressed.

5.2 Object oriented programming

Without object oriented programming (OOP) techniques it would be difficult
to avoid writing simular procedures to handle e.g. the OK button messages in
different dialog boxes. In OOP, however, it is possible to define the behaviour
of a common dialog box. This common dialog box has already been defined
in the object TDialog, one of the predefined objects in the ObjectWindows
(OWINDOWS) library of BP7.

As an example, a dialog box (figure 5.1), named 'Test', is shown on screen
by the Pascal statement:

Application~.ExecDialog(pDialog,New(nil,'Test')));

Here the BP7 procedure Application" .ExecDialog is called to

1. allocate memory for an object of the type TDialog via a pointer named
pDialog,
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Figure 5.1: An example dialog box, created with the Resource Workshop of
BP7.

2. to load the resources named 'Test',

3. to initialize the object and

4. to execute the dialog until the dialog window is 'destroyed'.

When the user presses the Ok (or Cancel) button the Window is automat
ically destroyed, i.e. removed from the screen and the object is deallocated
from memory. No other code is required to display and execute this dialog. If
we want to add more features to this dialog box we can define a new object,
TMyDialog, that inherits all data and procedures that belong to the anchestor
TDialog object. This can be achieved with the following statement:

type
TMyDialog = object(TDialog)
end;

In the new object we can not only add new procedures, but it is also possible
to use a procedure name that already exists in the ancherstors's object. This
property is called polymorphism. In this way we can change the behaviour of
an object. A third characteristic of OOP is encapsulation, a technique that
encourages the programmer to keep procedures (often reffered to as methods)
and data belonging to these procedures in the same object.
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5.3 The strategy followed to build BeatScope

Before developing BEATSCOPE a number of small Windows programs have
been written to gain experience with object oriented programming in Pascal
and to leam the event driven structure of Windows applications. Example
files in the Borland Pascal directories were carefully studied and a strategy
for deve10pment of BeatScope was formulated. We will discuss this strategy
and then describe the different Pascal files (Units) of BEATSCOPE.

5.3.1 Include files

We observed that many examples in books on Borland Pascal [1] and in
the examples directory of BP7 are relatively small programs, of only one or
two pascal units and less than 1000 lines of souree code. Therefore, in most
examples files the values that are used to identify the controls (edit fields,
list boxes etc) in the dialogs are simply defined as constants in the Pascal
file,

CONST ID_EDITCONTROL=201;

and also in the resource file. This may lead to errors when either the pascal
file or the resource file is changed without updating the other. Therefore, we
decided to use include files. The same include files are linked with the pascal
souree and the resource files of BEATSCOPE.

5.3.2 Null terminated strings

In Pascal a string is a sequence of 1..255 characters. When this string is
visualized as an array of characters the first position in the array (at in
dex 0) holds the length of the string, the remaining characters contain the
string itself. However, almost all Windows procedures use null terminated
strings. These strings may have virtually any size, since the length of the
string is determined by a special character (0 byte) at the end of the string.
BP7 offers the use of these null terminated strings. We decided only to use
these null terminated strings in BEATSCOPE to avoid confusion and repeated
conversions between both string formats.
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5.3.3 File input & output
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In standard Pascal the file input and output procedures read and write are
normally used. However, BP7 enables the usage of the object TStream and
its descendants. This is more flexible since this stream object can not only
be used to read from datafiles, such as a results file or samples file, but it
also has special provisions to read objects. This feature is often described
to load a previously saved session. Therefore, in BEATSCOPE the object
TBufStream, a buffered input/output stream handIer which has been derived
from TStream, is used to read the datafiles.

5.3.4 Collections

In BEATSCOPE we have to store data arrays in memory with elements such
as markers, beats, or time periods. The number of these elements can only
be determined at run time and it is better to allocate the arrays at run-time
rather than to use arrays with a predefined fixed length. In BP7 collections
(derived from TCollection) can be used to store these elements. A collec
tion in BP7 is a more general concept than the traditional array, set, or list.
The object TCollection combines the dynamic allocation of arrays, and the
linked list principle. The object offers several iterator routines that call a
procedure for each element in the colleetion.

The colleetion is automatically increased when more elements are stored.
We considered to store the entire results file in memory. Then, browsing
in the alphamerical textport would be very easy to program, since all beat
information lines would be stored in a socalled list box. A list box is a spe
cial pop up window with a vertical scroll bar, specially designed to browse
in a long list of items. In a number of BP7 example programs these list
boxes feature is used. However, results files may contain more beats (lines)
than can be displayed in a list box (about 32000). We decided, therefore,
not to use a list box but to read data from the results file whenever necessary.

Although we do not want to use colleetions to store the entire data files we
make use of colleetions to store all periods that are excluded from aresults
file and to store all markers found in results files and Portapres files.
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5.3.5 Signals and timing

BEATSCOPE has to read data from samples files, results files and ASCII data
files. We wanted to hide the file details as much as possible in the objects
that are used to read from these data files. In BEATSCOPE, therefore, all
values read from data files are defined as 'signaIs' , represented by long integer
(4 byte) numbers.

A signal has a name (for example 'Pres') and a unit (for example 'mmHg').
Therefore, the channels in a samples file, the BTB results in a results file
and the data columns in an ASCII data file are signals in BEATSCOPE. The
value of a signal in BEATSCOPE is always in milli-units. A Portapres signal
is stored in 0.001 mmHg units and e.g. cardiac output in 0.001 I/min units.
In BEATSCOPE all timing information is stored in ms.

5.3.6 Data files

The objects which are used to read from the data files have a number of
features in common. They all contain procedures :

• to open/close a file

• to read data from the file

• to export data from the file to another file (binary/ ASCII)

• to quickly determine the position (start time) in a file

• to set and retrieve the signal names, signal units and signal sealing
factors

• to average the data either per number of beats or per number of seconds.

Some of the common features were programmed in an object called TBuf.
This object manages a data buffer (array of long integers) and all signal in
formation. From TBuf another object, TAverage, was derived. This object
adds the possibility to average signaIs. This object is inherited by the ob
ject TDataFile, which defines procedures that all data file objects have in
common. Finally, for each data file type a different object was derived from
TDataFile,
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• PORFile to read from a compressed portapres model 2 file

• ADCFile to read from a binary samples file

• RESFile to read from a beat to beat results file and

• ASCFile to read from ASCII data files.

The hierarchy of objects is shown in appendix B.
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In another attempt to hide the details of data file handling a separate object
(TFastFiles) has been programmed which defines a collection of TDataFile
objects. When a user wants to read from a results files, the RESFile object
is loaded into memory and initialized by TFastFiles. From here on, the
object is added to the collection of data file objects in BEATSCOPE.

When a view-port or analysis procedure requests signals from different files,
the TFastFiles object automatically calls the proper procedures in the re
spective data file objects and places signaIs, per file, in data buffers. Since
each data file object has defined a procedure GetBuffer, iterator procedures
in the Tcollection object are used to retrieve data from all data file objects
in the collection.

An example of a typical call to retrieve data from files on disk is given below:

SetSignals(mask); {teIl TFastFiles vhich signals ve vant }
SetPeriod(tl.t2); {select period tl.t2 both in ms }
repeat

GetBuffer(Buflnf.ndata.nxt);{ get data buffer}
{plot or analyse the signal values in the buffer }

until not nxt;

In the above example mask is a set of signals, that may be selected from
different files.

5.3.7 View-ports

The data files are displayed in view-ports. Plots are displayed in graphic
view-ports and BTB results can also be shown in ASCII format in text view
ports. View-ports are defined as so called child windows. A child window
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is a window that is descended from the 'parent' window. It is automatically
destroyed when the parent window is closed. We have defined a generic
BEATSCOPE view-port. This object inherits data and methods from the
TWindow object that is defined in the ObjectWindows library. The TWindow

object is used in many Pascal programs to define child windows. The generic
BEATSCOPE view-port is used as an ancestor to derive the other viewport
types in BEATSCOPE.

5.3.8 Measures to increase speed

Since BEATSCOPE is used to browse in data files of several MB size we have
implemented the following features to speed up the program.

• Data input is buffered, using the TBufStream object.

• Wherever possible l(long)integers are used since the usage of reals slow
down calculations.

• The BTB files and the ASCII data files are scanned once when they are
imported in BEATSCOPE. During the scan a table with file positions
and concomittant times is filled. With this table there is no need to do
a (binary) search in the data file and the time to search for a particular
beat is decreased.

• Sample files are automatically subsampled to the display when possible.

• When a viewport requests data from a data file the viewport screen
coordinates are passed to the data file object. This object then de
termines the minimum and maximum value of all signals in each pixel
column of the display and it outputs only those plot instructions that
are needed to draw the plot.

5.4 List of pascal units

beatscop.pas

This is the main module and contains the program's entry point. The module
handles all messages from the quick select buttons, the keyboard and the
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menu commands. The module updates the menu by adding and removing
check marks, and by enabling/disabling menu items. The module further
defines the viewports (graphics and text) which are child windows of the
main application, also defined here.

This unit contains a colleetion of pointers to data file objects. All modules
that request data from one of the accessed data files use the TFastFiles
object which is defined in this module.

timing.pas

When a user wants to exclude a period in a results file, the period is passed
to this module and stored in a colleetion of excluded periods. The object
RESFile, which is used to read data from results files, retrieves information
from this module to determine whether a particular beat has been deleted
or not.

events .pas

Since results files and Portapres files may contain event markers, this module
is used to store and manage the colleetion of all events.

resfile .pas

This module is used to open a results file, to scan a results file to build the
file position table (see section 5.3.8). To increase speed all markers found in
the results file are stored in a colleetion defined in events. pas.

ascfile.pas

A relatively simple module to read columns with numbers from an ASCn
data file is ascfile . pas.
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porfile . pas

porfile .pas contains all procedures to read the contim.!Ous blood pressure
signal, the height correction signal and events stored in the compressed Por
tapres Model 2 format.

adcfile.pas

This module is used to read binary sampled files.

bscport.pas

This unit defines the generic view-port that is used to derive the graph-port
and the text-port.

viev3.pas

This module contains the object TVievPort. It plots axes, shows control
buttons and graphs in a (child) window of the main program. It responds
to mouse messages that occur in the window. Moreover, it sends messages
to beatscop. pas e.g. when the user has changed the time period in the
viewport. beatscop. pas subsequ ently eaUs all visible (child) windows to
update their timing.

textport.pas

textport . pas is used to display beat results in ASCII format in a viewport
on screen.

filedlg.pas

This unit contains virtual1y all objects that are linked with dialog windows.
The Import file dialog e.g. is linked to an object TOpenFiles, derived from
TDialog, which defines procedures that respond to the buttons pressed in
the dialog. When a user selects the browse button in the dialog a message
is sent to the object TOpenFiles and the procedure that is linked to this
button is executed.
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bsribbon.pas

This module defines an object which is derived from the standard window
(TWindow). The module manages the display of the texts in the status line
at the bottom of the BEATSCOPE screen.

wait.pas

wait .pas holds procedures that are called during a time consuming opera
tion. The main object displays a window with a progress bar and a percentage
increasing from 0% to 100%.

globals .pas

This module manages the global parameters. These parameters can only be
retrieved and changed via procedure eaUs. An example of a global parameter
is e.g. the format of the time string (either HH:MM:SS or seconds),

utils.pas

This module contains the procedures to convert strings in the HH:MM:SS
format to a time in ms and vice versa. In the module we have added some
frequently used procedures that are not available in the standard Pascal
libraries.



Chapter 6

Prototyping BeatScope

For a software program and user interface as complex as BEATSCOPE will
be, it is important to associate input of future users already early during
the development. Wrong choices and counter intuitive (to the user) decisions
can then be redressed at an early phase with little consequence. Such an
evaluation during development is called a developmental or formative evalu
ation [5].

6.1 Formative evaluation of BeatScope

At present, BEATSCOPE has a defined and operational user interface consist
ing of view-ports, buttons, pull-down menus and button pads. Files can be
loaded and viewed graphically and alphamerically. Zooming is implemented
and a number of display modes can be selected. Printing and plotting of
sampled BP data and BTB derived information is possible, including a strip
chart option. Of the analysis methods mentioned in the requirements spec
ifications (section 3.3) one operation, i.e. calculation of mean and SD on
BTB data (over a specified number of seconds or beats), can be selected and
executed.

We were particularly interested to find out

• ifthe system went down (stopped calculating) upon normal user actions

• if data and user input were lost or modified
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• if the screen is considered esthetically pleasing
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• if the icons have clear meaning

• if experienced MS-windows users appear sufficiently familiar with the
choices offered and the implementation chosen

• if users can work easily with the graphical and alphamerical view-ports
and their tooipads

• if the possibilities of printing and plotting were well chosen, necessary
and sufficient

• if the on-screen language used is clear and consistent

• if the usage of session files is considered useful

• if BEATSCOPE reacts quickly enough to user input.

6.2 Distribution of BeatScope

For the reasons mentioned above, a prototype version of BEATSCOPE (version
O.90B) was distributed recently among the participants of BMUG. During in
terviews with the participants the reaetions on BEATSCOPE will be colleeted.

A particular prototype feature is implemented in version O.90B that supports
BMI to remedy run-time errors that may occur in BEATSCOPE. Whenever
a run-time error occurs, Borland Pascal generates a message box with the
type (i.e. a number) of error and the memory adress. We've implemented a
dialog box (see figure 6.1) to pop up just before the Borland Pascal message
does, that asks the user to send BMI a note on how and what run-time error
occured.

6.3 The results

To date the evaluation data is being collected. The first oral responses, how
ever, are positive. No unwanted loss of data or modifications on data are
reported. In some cases BEATSCOPE went down. These errors are already
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Figure 6.1: Dialog box that appears at run-time errors. This dialog box is,
immediately after the user pressed Ok, followed by a BP7 run-time error
message that contains the error type and memory adress.

corrected.

In general the screen lay out is considered esthetically pleasing, although the
short cut buttons are believed to be too big in VGA display mode. Particu
lar useful, according to the first reactions, is the capability of simultaneous
graphical and alphamerical display of data. With respect to the printing and
plotting features of BEATSCOPE, the resolution and lay out of laser prints
are appreciated.
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BeatScope: A User Interface For
Continuous Blood Pressure Analysis.

P.F.M. Schröder 1. van Goudoever
- september 8,1995 -

1 Introduction
Diumal blood pressure monitoring is considered an important metbod in clinical
research 10 reveal properties of tbe circulation in humans. Recently Portapres Model 2
became available, developed by TNO-BioMedicai Instrumentation (BMI)[I]. This
device measures and stores digitally tbe 24-hour continuous blood pressure in fmger
arteries.

Diwnal recording of tbe blood pressure produces large amounts ofdata. For example:
blood pressure sampled at 100 Hz during 24 hours at 2 bytes per sample creates a disk
file of approximately 17 MB. Using data compression techniques we store this file in
a 4 MB Flash Memory Card in Portapres. BMI designed software to analyze tbe
digitized recording of blood pressure to extract beat-to-beat hemodynamic values.
Moreover, the software automatica1Iy detects a variety ofartifacts in tbe recordings. The
beat-to-beat analysis is fully automated and tbe computer can be left unattended. A
complete analysis of a 24-hour blood pressure recording takes about 1.5 hour on a
modem Personal Computer (486/66).

However, subsequent processing requires interaction witb tbe user. For this purpose a
computer program is Wlder development at BMI. This paper discusses tbe beat-to-beat
analysis and tbe most relevant properties of tbe new program, tentatively called
BeatScope.

2 The current BMI-software
The heart ofthe software package is a program (beatfast.exe) which detects heart
beats in the arterial pressure wave and extracts much information on a beat-to-beat
basis. Systolic, diastolic and mean pressure, interbeat interval, heart rate and ejection
time are detected and measured on tbe waveform. In addition, stroke volume, cardiac

~TNO-BioMedical Instrumcntation, Academical Medical Center Amsterdam, Tbc Nctherlands
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output and systemic vascular resistance are computed using one oftwo built-in models
of arterial input impedance, bath developed by WESSELING et al.: tbe TNO poIse
contour method and the Model Flow method [2,3].

In addition, waveform filters are included to derive brachial pressure from finger
pressure poIsations. Not ooly heart beats but also markers are detected. Further
algorithms detect artifacts, such as spiked or damped wavefonns, and Physiocal-periods
(i.e. tbe physiological calibration by Portapres, recognizable as one beat interval
sequences with constant cuffpressure).

ComplementaIytothe beat-to-beat analysis, other programs (waveview.exe) support
viewing ofwavefonns and beat-to-beat results, printing (printres.exe) ofbeat-to-beat
or averaged results from beatfast and plotting on LaserJet printers (plotfast.exe).

3 BeatScope: a new back end user system
In working with the BMI-software our colleagues discovered desirable processing
options that are not provided for. Some examples are: selection ofepisodes in tbe data
to be used for further analysis and closer examination, tbe rejection ofepisodes witb
deformed or incorrectly detected beats or artifacts, tbe averaging of responses to stimuli,
the estimation ofbaroreflex sensitivities, the analysis ofvariability etc. BeatScope, an
interactive graphical user interface, is currently under development. It runs under
Windows and witb it tbe user can view and scroll through the recorded pressure
waveform and tbe beat-to-beat resoIts simoItaneously. The beat-ta-beat resoIts are
presented bath graphically and alpha-numerically. A typical screen lay out is shown in
figurel.

This new program adds to the cmrent BMI-software tbe possibility for tbe user to mark
and extract episodes for subsequent processing. With BeatScope

• beats can be excluded from further analysis
• existing markers can be deleted or moved in position
• new markers can be added to facilitate tbe selection ofcontrol

periods or manoeuvres
• selected episodes can he extracted and analyzed.
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4 Handling artifacts
Missing data, due 10 artifacts, influence the result of any analysis. Spectral analysis or
less complex analysis over a short period of time on disturbed results can cause
significant errors.

Handling episodes of data with artifacts is complex. As a demonstration, figure 2a
shows part ofa recording with a few beats intentionally removed. To bridge the gap we
interpolated the sys10lic blood pressure values using two methods, a linear (triangles)
and a third order cubic spline (dots) method. These methods already provide results
differing by 10 mmHg. However, Figure 2b shows the recording now with the true
sys10lic values (crosses) added. There is a distinct deviation between the true sys10lic
values compared 10 the interpolated values of over 20 mmHg, even though only three
beats were removed. In actuality this process can be even more complicated if there is
no a-priori knowledge about the position of the upstrokes on the time axis. Although
hetter interpolation schemes are possible it will he clear that missing data present severe
problems.

5 Conclusion
BeatScope, a graphical user interface, is onder development at TNO-BioMedical
Instrumentation that will cover many needs of investiga10rs in handling beat-to-beat
data for further processing.
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Figure 1: A typical screen lay out ofBeatScope.
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TADCFilel

I~TAVerage
I TASCFilej

ToataFileK
,ITPORFUe!

TRESFile/

ITFastFilesl

TApplicatio TToepassingj

TBeatAddj

JTEvtCollectio~

'~TSkipCollectio~
TCollectio TSortedCollectionK

ITStrCollectio~

1Tstringcollectio~

~
Tperiodj

TPrinter!

ATEditPrintout

TPrintOut TWindowPrintl

"~TWindowprintoutl
TPvcal!

Tscrollerl

Tskipj

Tstatsl

ATDosstre~TBufstre~
/

TStre~TEmsstre~

"~TMemorYStre~
ATFiltervalidato TRangeValidatori

/
TValidator TLookupValidator TStringLookupvalidatorl

"~TPXPicturevalidatori
TAscDtlsDlg\

TButtondetailsl

TDlgWindowi

TExpDlg\

TExportDlg\

TFilDefDlg\

TFileDialogj

TForceAscDtlsDlg\

TForceSamDtlsDlg\
TObject

TInputDialogj

TopenFilesDlgj

'~TPrintDialogj
jTDialogI ~TPrinterAbOrtDlg\

TPr1.nte 2 uplJ.l.g
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J1'\

TPrintRél[P'lgf

TPrintSelectDl91

TResDtlsDlgj

TSamDtlsDl91

TSignalsDl9!

TStatisticsDlgj
TWindoweObject

TStatResultDl91

TStripChartDlgj

TTPsetUpDl91

TVPsetUpDi91

S
§9

TTextPortl
TBscPort

TViewPortl

TBDivideri

/J TBStaticsmp!

TButto TCheckBo TRadioButtonj
V/

~Tcontrolf-1TGrOUpBO~
TWindowi

~ TListBox TComboBo~

\ TscrollBari

TStatic TEdit

TMDIClientl

TMDIWindow!

TRibbonWindow!

TTextpanel!

TWaitBarWindow!
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